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Abstract

Green's-function techniques are used to obtain a real-
space series solution for the elastic re¯ection high-
energy electron diffraction (RHEED) from a crystalline
surface. A renormalized perturbation expansion due to
potential self-scattering is developed for the local real-
space Green's function. With the Pt (111) surface as an
example, numerical results are obtained for re¯ection
coef®cients and intensities. In particular, calculations are
performed to obtain the local density of states at and
near the surface region. Total density-of-states calcula-
tions are also performed. These provide a basis for a
discussion of the form of resonant electronic Green's
functions that can be used to describe the surface
resonance phenomenon within RHEED.

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of re¯ection of high-energy electron
diffraction (RHEED) at or near the surface region of a
material constitutes an inherently dynamical physical
process which precludes the forward-scattering
approximation often used to simplify the problem of
electrons in transmission. Within the so-called `n-rod'
scheme to the surface problem, the real-space nature of
multiple scattering perpendicular to the surface (the
z direction) becomes manifest through the resulting
coupled integral/differential equations with respect to
the z coordinate and the two-dimensional reciprocal-
lattice vectors parallel to the surface. It is the numerical
solution to these equations that produces the theoretical
RHEED patterns which, in many cases, have so
successfully reproduced the experimentally obtained
electron diffraction patterns (Smith et al., 1992; Wang,
1996). The numerical realization of the distinctive
horizontal Kikuchi lines (due to potential scattering
under the Bragg condition) and the resonance parabolae
(Peng, 1994; Dudarev & Whelan, 1996) due to the
incident electrons accessing semi-bulk material eigen
states have lead to preferable scattering geometries that

signi®cantly increase the sensitivity of the re¯ection
technique for characterization of surface material
properties.

Much work has been performed in the solution of the
differential form of the coupled Fourier-transformed
one-dimensional SchroÈ dinger equation [see for example
Dudarev & Whelan (1996) for a relatively up to date
discussion]. Recently, however, there has been increased
interest in the solution to the integral form of these
equations. This has been motivated primarily by the
recent analytical solution of Dudarev & Whelan to the
two-rod problem of surface resonance scattering
(Dudarev & Whelan, 1994a,b, 1995, 1996, 1997). The
underlying attractiveness of beginning with the integral
form is that the re¯ective boundary conditions arise
simply and explicitly as part of the coupled equations,
and that well known and physically appealing Green's
function/diagrammatic techniques can be employed for
numerical solution. Indeed, it is through an appropriate
choice of an evanescent Green's function that Dudarev
& Whelan (1994a,b) obtained their closed-form solution
to the specular re¯ection coef®cient of platinum(111)
and, further, that this has also been reproduced by us
using well known diagrammatic techniques (Derlet &
Smith, 1997). Additional work by Dudarev & Whelan
has demonstrated that the total real-space density of
states derived from the imaginary part of the Green's
function can shed much light on the origin of (say)
the surface resonance problem (Dudarev & Whelan,
1997).

In the present work, we consider the numerical
solution to the re¯ection problem in the coupled integral
equation form using Green's-function techniques. In
particular, we demonstrate from ®rst principles an
iterative numerical scheme to calculate the re¯ection
coef®cient for the `n-rod' scattering problem. Then, in a
natural extension to this, we enumerate the ®nite
number of diagrammatic contributions to the local real-
space Green's function, leading again to a numerically
stable procedure for its evaluation. It is from this that
the local and total density of states can be obtained for
any material considered. We conclude via preliminary
application of these numerical schema to platinum(111)
for comparison with recent analytical work.
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2. The geometry of the surface and the problem of
convergence

The free three-dimensional approximately relativistic
SchroÈ dinger Green's function for an electron (Wang,
1995) is given by

G�r; r0; E� � ÿ m

2�h- 2

exp�ikjrÿ r0j�
jrÿ r0j ; �1�

where k � �2mE=h- 2�1=2. Here,  is the Lorentz boost
factor. Equation (1) has the virtue of decaying inversely
as a function of the distance between two locations in
space and it is through this property that we can intui-
tively connect with the notion that, in interacting with
the surface, the electron does not penetrate signi®cantly
into the solid.

However, by exploiting the two-dimensional peri-
odicity of the surface scattering problem, we employ the
two-dimensional Fourier transform (parallel to the
surface) of (1):

G�z; z0; E; kk� � ÿ
im

h- 2kz

exp�ikzjzÿ z0j�; �2�

where kz � �2mE=h- 2 ÿ k2
k�1=2. Unlike (1), (2) no longer

has the virtue of decaying inversely as jzÿ z0j for real kz

and any multiple-scattering perturbation expansion now
begins with a plane-wave basis with respect to the
direction perpendicular to the surface. Physically, this
simply arises from delocalization of the electron parallel
to the surface, thereby immediately destroying through
coherent interference of (1) (effectively a Huygens's
principle) the local nature of the electron's interaction
with the surface. For a particular choice of kk and E, kz

can become imaginary and nonpropagating solutions
can also arise in the direction of z. These are evanescent
modes and, within this regime, the corresponding
Green's function will be referred to as an evanescent
Green's function.

The obvious advantage of this prescription is that the
mathematical problem is considerably simpli®ed with
the reduction from three degrees of spatial freedom to
one. However, through such a choice of `basis', one must
now include multiple scattering deep within the solid to
obtain well converged re¯ection coef®cients since
processes that intuitively occur at or near the surface
region now depend on the one-dimensional semi-bulk
electronic eigenstates admitted by (2) and the corre-
sponding one-dimensional crystal potential.

3. Formal Green's-function theory

For a plane-wave electron incident on a semi-in®nite
crystal with wavevector k � �kk; kz�, the SchroÈ dinger
equation can be written as a series of coupled one-
dimensional equations (Wang, 1995, p. 68):

ÿ h- 2

2m

d2

dz2
'kkÿgk �z� �

X
g0k

Ugkÿg0k
�z�'kkÿg0k

�z�

� �h- 2k2
gk=2m�'kkÿgk �z�; �3�

in which Ukkÿgk �z� and 'gk �z� are the two-dimensional
Fourier transforms of the three-dimensional crystal
potential U�r� and the electronic wave-function solution
'k�r�. The gk constitute the two-dimensional reciprocal-
lattice vectors parallel to the crystal surface and
k2

gk � k2 ÿ �kk � gk�2, where h- 2k2
gk=2m is the energy

associated with the electron motion normal to the
surface. For notational brevity, we now assume all
vectors to be two dimensional and parallel to the
surface, and also shift the reciprocal-space origin to kk.
In this notation, (3) becomes

ÿ h- 2

2m

d2

dz2
'g�z� �

X
g0

Ugÿg0 �z�'g0 �z� � �h- 2k2
gk=2m�'g�z�:

�4�
The corresponding integral equations for the 'g�z� are
then given by

'g�z� � '�0�g �z� �
P
g0

R
dz0G�0�g �z; z0�Ugÿg0 �z0�'g0 �z0�; �5�

where '�0�g �z� is the homogeneous solution and G�0�g �z; z0�
the corresponding homogeneous Green's function. For
the re¯ection problem, we consider a wave incident onto
the semi-in®nite medium, facilitating the (zeroth-order)
homogeneous solution as '�0�g �z� � exp�ik0z��g;0, and the
zeroth-order one-dimensional Green's function, (2), as
G�0�g �z; z0� � im=h- 2kg exp�ikgjzÿ z0j�.

The exact Green's functions also satisfy a series of
integral equations with respect to the G�0�g �z; z0�:
Ggg0 �z; z0� � G�0�g �z; z0��g;g0 �

P
g

R
dz G�0�g �z; z�Ugÿg�z�

�Ggg0 �z; z0�: �6�
Here we note the resulting exact Green's function is no
longer diagonal with respect to momentum; that is, the
crystal potential induces transitions between different
momenta admitted by the two-dimensional crystal
geometry.

3.1. The solution to an in®nitesimally thin slab

To investigate the solution of (6), we ®rst consider
only the specular case. That is we ignore all g modes
apart from g � 0; the so-called single-rod approxima-
tion. Equation (6) thus simpli®es to

G0�z; z0� � G
�0�
0 �z; z0� � R dz G

�0�
0 �z; z�U0�z�G0�z; z0�;

�7�
constituting an electron in the one-dimensional laterally
averaged crystal potential. An analytic solution to this
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simpli®ed integral equation is equally intractable
without further approximation.

Insight can nevertheless be gained by investigating
the solution for a single slab of width d, centered at z0.
The integral equation then becomes

G0�z; z0� � G
�0�
0 �z; z0� � Rz0�d=2

z0ÿd=2

dz G
�0�
0 �z; z�U0�z�G0�z; z0�:

�8�
If d� 2�=k0, then to a ®rst approximation we have

G0�z; z0� � G
�0�
0 �z; z0� � dG

�0�
0 �z; z0�U0�z0�G0�z0; z0�;

�9�
which upon iteration becomes

G0�z; z0� � G
�0�
0 �z; z0� � dG

�0�
0 �z; z0�U0�z0�

� f1� dU0�z0�G�0�0 �z0; z0�
� �dU0�z0�G�0�0 �z0; z0��2 � . . .gG�0�0 �z0; z0�
� G

�0�
0 �z; z0� �G

�0�
0 �z; z0�

� dU0�z0�
1ÿ dU0�z0�G�0�0 �z; z0�

G
�0�
0 �z0; z0�: �10�

Substitution of (2) into the above then gives

g0�z; z0� � g
�0�
0 �z; z0� � g

�0�
0 �z; z0�

�0�z0�
1ÿ �0�z0�

g
�0�
0 �z0; z0�;

�11�
where we have used the notation

g0�z; z0� � �im=h- 2k0�ÿ1G0�z; z0�; �12�
g
�0�
0 �z; z0� � exp�ik0jzÿ z0j�; �13�

and

�0�z� � imdU0�z�=h- 2k0: �14�
Both the re¯ection and transmission coef®cient for the
thin slab at z0 can be determined directly from (11) by
suitable choice of z and z0. For example, with z � z0< z0

and using (13), (11) reduces to

g0�z; z� � 1� exp�ÿi2k0�zÿ z0��
�0�z0�

1ÿ �0�z0�
: �15�

The ®rst term represents the `self-scattering' at z due to
the (zeroth-order) homogeneous solution, and the
second term represents the contribution due to propa-
gation from z to z0, re¯ection at z0, and propagation
back to z. Thus, by inspection, the re¯ection coef®cient
must equal �0�z0�=�1ÿ �0�z0��. In a similar way, the
transmission coef®cient can be found (by choosing
z< z0 < z0) to equal 1=�1ÿ �0�z0��. It is important to
note that (11) constitutes the exact solution to (9) for a
thin slab satisfying d� 2�=k0 and that, regardless of the
strength of the scatterer, the magnitude of the sum of

the re¯ection and transmission coef®cients will always
be less than (we anticipate absorption) or equal to unity.

The generalization of (11) to the n-rod case then
simply becomes the generalization to an equivalent
matrix equation:

~g�z; z0� � ~g�0��z; z0� � ~g�0��z; z0� ~��z0��~I ÿ ~��z0��ÿ1

� ~g�0��z0; z0�; �16�
where

�~g�0��z; z0��gg0 � exp�ikgjzÿ z0j��g;g0 �17�
and

� ~��z��gg0 � imdUgÿg0 �z�=h- 2kg: �18�
In analogy with the specular case, the resulting re¯ection
matrix is given by

~r�z0� � ~��z0��~I ÿ ~��z0��ÿ1 �19�
and the transmission matrix as

~t�z0� � �~I ÿ ~��z0��ÿ1: �20�
Here the off-diagonal terms represent the exact ampli-
tudes for re¯ection scattering, (19), or transmission
scattering, (20), between modes within the in®nitesimal
slab.

3.2. The re¯ection matrix for a general potential

To obtain the re¯ection coef®cient for the full crystal
potential, we break the (Fourier-transformed parallel to
the surface) potential into thin slabs of thickness d in
which the approximation entailed in (9) remains valid.
Consider two such neighboring slabs at z0 and z1.
Equations (19) and (20) allow the immediate determi-
nation of the individual re¯ection and transmission
matrices for each slab, giving ~r0, ~t0, ~r1 and ~t1.

The re¯ection matrix when approaching from the left
can then be written down trivially by a Green's function
expansion. That is,

~Rl � ~r0 � ~t0 ~g�z0; z1�~r1 ~g�z1; z0�~t0

� ~t0 ~g�z0; z1�~r1 ~g�z1; z0�~r0 ~g�z0; z1�~r1 ~g�z1; z0�~t0 � . . . :

�21�
Here the ®rst term represents a direct (bare) re¯ection
from the ®rst slab, whereas the second term represents
the re¯ection contribution by ®rst transmission through
z0, propagation to z1, re¯ection at z1, propagation back
to z0 and transmission at z0. Higher-order contributions
involve internal re¯ections between z0 and z1, and can
be represented via a simple geometrical series giving the
®nal closed-form solution as

~Rl � ~r0 � ~t0 ~e~r1 ~e�~I ÿ ~r0~e~r1 ~e�ÿ1~t0: �22�
Here we have used
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~e � ~g�z0; z1� � ~g�z1; z0�; �23�
which represents free propagation between z0 and z1.
Similar derivations exist for Rr, the re¯ection matrix
when approaching from the right, and Tl and Tr, the
corresponding transmission matrices.

If we now consider an array of three slabs, each
separated by a distance d, then the re¯ection and
transmission matrices can easily be written by iterating
the above formalism. It becomes simply a matter of
calculating the total re¯ection and transmission matrices
of the ®rst two slabs, and then applying the same method
to the composite system (consisting of the ®rst two slabs)
and a third slab. This procedure can be iterated for any
number of slabs to calculate the re¯ection and trans-
mission matrices for an arbitrary potential. The
complete recurrence relations for the nth composite
system consisting of n slabs, a distance d apart, are found
to be

~Rl
n � ~Rl

nÿ1 � ~Tr
nÿ1 ~e~rn ~e�~I ÿ ~Rnÿ1~e~rn~e�ÿ1 ~Tl

nÿ1 �24�
~Tl

n � ~tn ~e�~I ÿ ~Rnÿ1 ~e~rn ~e�ÿ1 ~Tl
nÿ1 �25�

~Rr
n � ~rn � ~tn~e ~Rr

nÿ1~e�~I ÿ ~rn ~e ~Rr
nÿ1~e�ÿ1~tn �26�

~Tr
n � ~Tnÿ1~e�~I ÿ ~rn ~e ~Rr

nÿ1 ~e�ÿ1~tn; �27�
where ~rn and ~tn are the re¯ection and transmission
matrices due to only the nth slab and Rr�l�

n and Tr�l�
n are

the right (left) re¯ection and transmission matrices for
the composite system of n slabs.

3.3. The real-space local density of states

The three-dimensional Green's function G�r; r; E�
represents the amplitude due to the particle's self-scat-
tering at r and, when Fourier transformed into the time
domain, represents the amplitude connecting an elec-
tron at r at time t � 0, and an electron at r at a time t
later. Thus, in the energy domain, G�r; r; E� represents
the amplitude of an electron at r with energy E. It is
easily shown (Economou, 1983) that the imaginary part
of this quantity in turn gives the density of available
states at r:

��r; E� � ÿ2�=�G�r; r; E��: �28�
For a free electron, the onsite three-dimensional
Green's function, (1), gives the local density of states
(DOS) as

��r; E� � mk=h- 2; �29�
which can be easily veri®ed by the more familiar
��r; E� � ��E� � R d3q ��Eÿ Eq�=4�.

In an analogous manner, the imaginary part of the
one-dimensional (Fourier transformed parallel to the
surface) Green's function is proportional to the density
of available states for an electron with two-dimensional
wavevector kk at z. That is,

��z; E; kk� � ÿ2�=�G�z; z; E; kk�� � m=h- 2kz; �30�
where kz � �2mE=h- 2 ÿ k2

k�1=2. This can again be
derived via ��z; E� � ��E� � R dqz ��Eÿ Eqz

�. For the
case of an electron in a crystal potential, the DOS is
given by

��z; E� � ÿ2�Tracef=� ~G�z; z; E��g �31�
� ÿ2�

P
q

=�Gqq�z; z; E��; �32�

where Gqq is de®ned via (6). Here, the local DOS arises
as contributions from each allowed scattering mode q.
We refer to each of these individual contributions as
�q�z; E� (� ÿ2�=�Gqq�z; z; E��), giving

��z; E� �P
q

�q�z; E�: �33�

The total, in the sense of the direction perpendicular to
the surface, electronic DOS is given as the z-space
integral of the local density of states, i.e.

�q�E� � lim
L!1
�1=L� RÿL=2

L=2

dz �q�z; E�

� ÿ2�= lim
L!1
�1=L� RÿL=2

L=2

dz Gqq�z; z; E�
" #

; �34�

where again ��E� �Pq �q�E� which constitutes the
traditional DOS encountered in solid-state physics. For a
semi-in®nite material system, the integral breaks down
to an integral over the local Green's functions:

�1=L� R0
ÿL=2

dz Gl�z; z; E� � �1=L� RL=2

0

dz Gr�z; z; E�:

�35�
Here Gl�z; z; E� is the exact Green's function outside
the semi-in®nite material and by inspection of (15) will
have the generic form

im

h- 2k
�1� exp�i2kz�R�; �36�

where R is the re¯ection coef®cient/matrix of the
material beginning at z � 0. In (35), Gr�z; E� is the exact
Green's function within the solid. Equation (35) thus
reduces to

1
2

im

h- 2k
� 2

L

Z L=2

0

dz Gr�z; z; E�
� �

�37�

where the second term within the brackets is expected to
converge to a ®nite value for large L=2.

Inspection of the DOS derived from the free one-
dimensional electronic Green's function, (30), indicates
that the effect of a crystal potential will be largely
`drowned out' for small kz owing to its dependence on
the inverse of kz: an artifact of the `particle in the box'
normalization conditions. For the present work, we
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investigate the more physically transparent relative
DOS, which we de®ne as

�q�z; E� � �q�z; E�
2�jG�0�q �z; z; E�j : �38�

4. Local density of states for an arbitrary potential

To obtain the real-space onsite Green's-function matrix
at the slab (say) z0 within a solid, we consider the system
described in Fig. 1. Here the slab of interest, at z0, forms
part of an array of crystal potential slabs each de®ned by
a transmission and re¯ection coef®cient. Again all are
separated by a distance d. Since we require the self-
scattering amplitude for z0, only the composite re¯ec-
tion matrix from the left, starting at zl, and the
composite re¯ection matrix from the right, starting at zr,
are needed. These are assumed to have been calculated
using the iterative scheme detailed in the last section
and are referred to as ~Rl and ~Rr.

With respect to the free one-dimensional Green's
function, the relevant scattering components arising
from Fig. 1 (the slab at z0, ~Rl and ~Rr) are displayed in
Fig. 2(a). The contribution to the local Green's function
due only to the slab at z0 can be accounted for exactly
using (16), suggesting that in calculating the full onsite
Green's function, ~g�z0; z0�, we use (16) [the solution to

the n-rod generalization of (7)] as the homogeneous
solution rather than (2).

Thus, with respect to (16), there will exist no explicit
scattering at z0 and only scattering with, and between,
the left and right re¯ection matrices: ~Rl and ~Rr. The use
of (16) as the homogeneous solution also admits addi-
tional self-scattering at zl and zr, thus renormalizing
both the left and right composite re¯ection matrix. That
is,

~R0r � f~I ÿ ~Rr�~g�1��zr; zr� ÿ ~I�gÿ1 ~Rr �39�
~R0l � f~I ÿ ~Rl�~g�1��zl; zl� ÿ ~I�gÿ1 ~Rl: �40�

Here, in both denominators, we have subtracted off the
self-scattering due to the free Green's function
[g�0��zl; zl� � g�0��zr; zr� � 1] since this has already been
accounted for in the calculation of ~Rr and ~Rl. It must
always be remembered that the re¯ection and trans-
mission quantities of a slab do not represent bare
potential scattering but rather an already renormalized
scattering due to potential self-scattering. The new
relevant scattering components ( ~R0l and ~R0r) are shown in
Fig. 2(b), where the central slab is no longer explicitly
included. Fig. 3 reveals that there exists a small ®nite
number of unique diagram topologies arising from
scattering between the renormalized right and left
re¯ection matrices. The diagrammatic elements follow
the usual conventions in that lines represent particle
propagation and dots represent scattering (Economou,
1983, ch. 7). In this case, however, the dots represent an
arbitrary slab representation of the crystal potential
rather than distinctly (physical) atomic planes such as in
our previous work (Derlet & Smith, 1997). The larger
dots represent all possible self-scattering at a slab due to

Fig. 3. Diagrammatic expansion of real-space on-slab Green's function
with respect to the scattering components in Fig. 2(b). The
propagating line represents the exact Green's function for the
central slab displayed in Fig. 2(a). The thickened line represents the
renormalized propagation taking into account all internal re¯ec-
tions between zl and zr.

Fig. 1. To calculate the local real-space Green's function at z0, we must
consider the system consisting of the (slab) potential at z0, all
re¯ection/transmission matrices to the left (beginning at zl), and all
re¯ection/transmission matrices to the right (beginning at zr).

Fig. 2. The scattering components (a) with respect to the free Green's
function, and (b) with respect to the exact Green's function for the
central slab. In the latter, diagrammatically, there exists no
scattering at z0 and the corresponding left and right re¯ection
matrices are now also renormalized to include the additional self-
scattering arising from (16) being the homogeneous solution.
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the use of (16) as the homogeneous solution, and the
thick lines represent internal scattering between the
end-points of the propagating line.

With these objects in mind, we can now easily write
down all contributions to the full onsite Green's func-
tion, again, via a simple geometric series expansion.
From Fig. 3, the contribution due only to the single slab
has already been taken into account via the exact
Green's function for the slab at z0. Thus, the lowest-
order contribution is simply:

~Ga � ~g�1��z0; z0�: �41�

The next-order contributions arise from two terms, each
taking into account scattering between z0 and the
re¯ection matrices at zl and zr, giving

~Gb � ~g�1��z0; zl� ~R0l ~g�0��zl; z0� � ~g�1��z0; zr� ~R0r ~g�1��zr; z0�:
�42�

Note that multiple scattering between z0 and zl (or zr)
can be explicitly revealed by substitution of (39) and
(40) into (42), and the use of (16) for ~g�1��z; z0�.

All remaining contributions are included in the last
four diagrams. These `second-order' contributions arise
from a class of diagrams involving additional scattering
between ~R0l and ~R0r in which the ®rst scatter is with ~R0r
( ~R0l) and the last with ~R0l ( ~R0r). Also included are those
contributions in which the ®rst and last scatters occur at
~R0r or ~R0l. These contributions to the Green's function can
also be easily written as:

~Gc � ~g�1��z0; zl��~I ÿ ~R0l ~g
�1��zl; zr� ~R0r ~g�1��zr; zl��ÿ1

� ~R0l ~g
�1��zl; zr� ~R0r ~g�1��zr; z0�

� ~g�1��z0; zr��~I ÿ ~R0r ~g
�1��zr; zl� ~R0l ~g�1��zl; zr��ÿ1

� ~R0r ~g
�1��zr; zl� ~R0l ~g�1��zl; z0�

� ~g�1��z0; zr� ~R0r ~g�1��zr; zl� ~R0l ~g�1��zl; zr�
� �~I ÿ ~R0r ~g

�1��zr; zl� ~R0l ~g�1��zl; zr��ÿ1 ~R0r ~g
�1��zr; z0�

� ~g�1��z0; zl� ~R0l ~g�1��zl; zr� ~R0r ~g�1��zr; zl�
� �~I ÿ ~R0l ~g

�1��zl; zr� ~R0r ~g�1��zr; zl��ÿ1 ~R0l ~g
�1��zl; z0�:

�43�

Hence we have ~g�z0; z0� � ~Ga � ~Gb � ~Gc and the exact
Green's function is then given by

~G�z0; z0� � Diag
im

h- 2kg0

 !
;

im

h- 2kg1

 !
; . . .

" #
~g�z0; z0�;

�44�

from which the local and total DOS can be obtained
using (32).

5. Platinum(111)

The (111) surface of platinum has been of interest as a
test-bed for recent analytical studies of corresponding
surface resonance modes within RHEED (Dudarev &
Whelan, 1994a,b, 1995, 1996; Derlet & Smith, 1997). As
part of this work, Dudarev & Whelan (1994a,b, 1995,
1996) have determined a more realistic (Doyle±Turner-
type) description of the real and imaginary crystal
potential of bulk platinum, which, owing to the lack of
signi®cant surface reconstruction, can be used to
construct a potential for the ideal (111) cleave. As with
theirs and our previous work, we consider the RHEED
intensity pro®le due to incident 100 keV electrons for a
range of low glancing angles and azimuthal angles, the
zero of which is in the �1�20� direction. In all of the
following numerical results, convergence to the semi-
bulk limit was obtained by using up to 80 atomic planes,
each separated into 140 slabs. This choice satis®es the
d� 2�=k0 requirement for the thin-slab approximation.

Fig. 4. RHEED intensity pro®le for specular beam. The two vertical
white arrows indicate two horizontal Kikuchi lines, whilst the
horizontal arrow points to the resonance parabola. Elements of the
Kikuchi envelope are also evident. The rippled effect is due to
smoothing over a data set with a resolution far less than that of the
picture. Image over-exposed to display all ®ner detail.
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Fig. 4 represents the resulting specular intensity
spectra arising from a two-rod calculation in which
scattering between g0 � 0 and g0 � ��220� is considered.
The distinctive horizontal lines due to 777 and 888 Bragg
elastic re¯ections can clearly be seen, as well as the
surface resonance parabolae studied by Dudarev &
Whelan. These lines are often referred to as Kossel lines;
however, in the present work, we refer to them as
horizontal Kikuchi lines to be consistent with previous
recent work (Dudarev & Whelan, 1994a,b, 1995, 1996;
Derlet & Smith, 1997). This terminology has its origins
in that inelastic thermal diffuse scattering within
RHEED is equivalent to large-angle convergent-beam
diffraction and hence similar to simply rocking the
incident electron beam. In Fig. 4, tangent lines to the left
of the resonance parabola, constituting the so-called
Kikuchi envelope, are also clearly evident.

Figs. 5 and 6 display the re¯ection coef®cients for two
incident glancing angles. These are respectively
58.6 mrad, which occurs midway between the 777 and
888 Bragg re¯ections (at the so-called off-Bragg re¯ec-
tion condition), and 54.6 mrad corresponding to the 777
Bragg re¯ection condition. For both ®gures, in addition

to the specular case, the re¯ection coef®cient of the
��220� side beam is also displayed as a function of inci-
dent azimuthal angle. Also marked in both ®gures is the
emergence angle for the ��220� beam. For incident
azimuthal angles greater than this, the ��220� beam no
longer emerges, constituting an evanescent wave
propagating in a direction parallel to the surface. The
large right-most peak in the specular re¯ection coef®-
cient, occurring at an azimuthal angle of � 60:7 mrad in
Fig. 5 and � 52:0 mrad in Fig. 6, corresponds to the
surface-resonance mode identi®ed and studied by
Dudarev & Whelan.

Fig. 7 represents the ��220� local relative DOS, (38), (at
a glancing angle of 58.6 mrad), evaluated at the (111)
surface atomic layer using both the one- and two-rod
approximations. We note that the local relative DOS
derived from the free ��220� Green's function would
entail a step function at the emergence angle of the ��220�
side beam; in this case, an azimuthal angle of approxi-
mately 51 mrad. Inspection of the surface-resonance
feature indicates that (at least) a two-rod approximation

Fig. 5. Specular and ��220� side-beam re¯ection coef®cient for a
glancing angle of 58.6 mrad (off-Bragg condition).

Fig. 6. Specular and ��220� side-beam re¯ection coef®cient for a
glancing angle of 54.6 mrad (Bragg condition).

Fig. 7. The local relative DOS evaluated at the outermost atomic layer
calculated using both one- and two-rod approximations. Glancing
angle: 58.6 mrad (off-Bragg condition).

Fig. 8. The local relative DOS evaluated at the outermost atomic layer
calculated using both a one- and a two-rod approximation. Glancing
angle: 54.6 mrad (Bragg condition).
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is required to adequately reproduce the Green's-func-
tion pole structure responsible for the surface resonance
mode. A similar calculation is displayed in Fig. 8 for the
777 specular Bragg re¯ection condition (a glancing angle
of 54.6 mrad). Its similarities with Fig. 7 suggest that the
distribution of ��220� scattering-mode states is largely
independent of Bragg/off-Bragg (coherent/incoherent)
multiple scattering of the specular mode.

To investigate the spatial distribution [over the ®rst
four Pt (111) planes] of electronic states that contribute
to the surface resonance mode, we calculate as an
example the local relative DOS for the g0 � ��220�
scattering mode within the one- and two-rod approxi-
mations. For both the one- and two-rod calculations, we
choose the azimuthal angle of the incident electron as
that angle corresponding to the peak of the surface-
resonance mode determined from Fig. 7 for the off-
Bragg scattering condition and from Fig. 8 for the Bragg
scattering condition.

In Fig. 9, we ®rst consider the off-Bragg glancing
angle 58.6 mrad. For the single-rod calculation, Fig. 9
displays the relative local DOS evaluated for the inci-
dent azimuthal angle of � 51:6 mrad, and in the case of

the two-rod calculation an incident azimuthal angle of
� 60:7 mrad. In both cases, we see that the ��220�
contribution is well localized at the (111) atomic layers
and, in the case of the one-rod calculation, a twin peak
structure exists. In the two-rod calculation, this feature is
lost and the peaks signi®cantly broaden due to the
interplane scattering via the specular mode. Fig. 10
repeats the calculation (for appropriate incident
azimuthal angles derived from Fig. 8) for the Bragg
glancing angle of 54.6 mrad and again we observe that
the distribution of states is unaffected by coherent/
incoherent specular scattering. In both Figs. 9 and 10, the
relative local DOS remains similar for each atomic layer
and it is found that this feature extends throughout the
semi-in®nite solid.

Figs. 11(a) and (b) represent the total relative DOS,
(34), for the specular and ��220� scattering modes, for the
two glancing-angle geometries presently considered:
58.8 and 54.6 mrad. We remind the reader that the total
specular relative DOS derived from the equivalent free-
space Green's function would be a constant equal to
unity, and for the ��220�mode would be a step function at
an azimuthal angle of � 51 mrad for (a) and � 40 mrad

Fig. 9. The ��220� mode real-space local relative DOS calculated using
both one- and two-rod approximations. Glancing angle of 58.6 mrad
(off-Bragg scattering condition).

Fig. 10. The ��220� mode real-space local relative DOS calculated using
both one- and two-rod approximations. Glancing angle of 54.6 mrad
(off-Bragg scattering condition).

Fig. 11. The specular and ��220� side beam total relative DOS for
glancing angles (a) 58.6 mrad and (b) 54.6 mrad.

Fig. 12. The specular total DOS for glancing angles 58.6 mrad and
54.6 mrad.
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for (b). In both Figs. 11(a) and (b), the remnants of such
a structure is observed. Also, the surface resonance
structure is clearly evident for both Bragg and off-Bragg
scattering geometries, and in the case of the ��220� mode
there is little difference (apart from peak shift) between
them. This is however untrue for the specular total
relative DOS. Fig. 12 displays the specular total relative
DOS at a more appropriate scale, revealing that the
specular DOS is signi®cantly altered and enhanced at
the surface resonance condition when under the Bragg
scattering geometry. Comparison with the corre-
sponding re¯ection coef®cients (Figs. 5 and 6) indicates
clear similarities. Indeed, all features are detailed in
both the total specular relative DOS and the re¯ection
coef®cients demonstrating the strong relationship
between scattering modes and the associated availability
of specular mode electronic states.

6. Discussion and concluding remarks

Figs. 7 and 8 display the local DOS at the (111) surface
layer for the ��220� scattering mode. As already indicated
in the previous section, the one-rod calculation of the
evanescent Green's function is clearly a poor approxi-
mation to that produced by the two-rod calculation
[(000) and ��220�]. However, the existence of the surface-
resonance peak in the one-rod case demonstrates that,
fundamentally, the origin of the surface resonance
phenomenon lies in the potential scattering of the ��220�
evanescent mode. When coupled with the specular
mode, as in the two-rod calculation, the corresponding
pole of the evanescent Green's function is modi®ed
along with its residue to produce the observable surface-
resonance peak in the specular re¯ection coef®cient.

The position and height of the surface resonance peak
(Figs. 5 and 6) in the re¯ection spectra differ slightly
from those of Dudarev & Whelan (1994a,b, 1995, 1996).
This observation reveals that the form of the evanescent
Green's function originally chosen by Dudarev &
Whelan for their analytical two-rod calculation must
implicitly arise from a ®rst-principles many-rod calcu-
lation, rather than a single-rod calculation of the ��220�
mode. This is in fact the case, since to determine the pole
structure of their resonant Green's function, a 31-beam
calculation was used to investigate the nature of the bulk
(narrow) band contributing to the surface-resonance
peak. This approach of choosing a form of the Green's
function which already contains many-rod effects is
reminiscent of Bethe's early two-beam renormalized
potential procedure (Bethe, 1928) commonly referred to
as `Bethe potentials' (Cowley, 1990), in which the off-
diagonal elements of the two-beam problem implicitly
included many-beam effects.

Figs. 7 and 8 also demonstrate that in a two-rod
calculation the ��220� local DOS is largely independent of
whether the specular mode satis®es a Bragg or off-Bragg

condition. The local ��220� DOS peaks corresponding to
the surface resonance only shift due to the changed
incident electron direction, but otherwise are identical,
indicating that the nature of the dynamical coupling
between the ��220� and (000) modes is insensitive to
whether the scattering is coherent or incoherent in the
specular mode. This suggests that the form of an
evanescent Green's function coupled to a specular mode
remains essentially intact, regardless of whether the
specular component intersects a horizontal Kikuchi line
or not. This is further con®rmed through Figs. 9 and 10,
where the spatial distribution of ��220� electronic states is
also shown to be independent of the nature of potential
scattering of the specular mode.

Although in Figs. 9 and 10 the ��220� states are clearly
localized at the (111) planes, the present technique does
not provide information about the nature of these states.
That is, whether they admit hopping between the (111)
planes. Such `transport' information can only be
obtained by investigating the form of the Green's
function connecting two (111) planes. In the case of the
one-rod calculation, we know that the states are loca-
lized due to the evanescent nature of the homogeneous
Green's function. However, in the case of the two-rod
calculation where indeed the peaks about the planes
have been signi®cantly broadened, no direct informa-
tion can be gained on interplane hopping dynamics
using the local DOS methods.

In Fig. 11, the total relative DOS using a two-rod
calculation for both the specular and the ��220� mode
reveal that in the latter the total relative DOS in the
evanescent regime is largely unaffected by Bragg/off-
Bragg scattering geometries. We note, however, that the
specular total DOS is signi®cantly affected. Further-
more, the ��220� mode is also changed when in the
propagating regime, i.e. when the corresponding side
beam emerges from the solid. Fig. 12 reveals how greatly
the specular mode is affected by the Bragg/off-Bragg
conditions, just as in the case of the re¯ection coef®-
cients shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 12, the signi®cant
change in shape of the total relative DOS resonance
peak, when comparing the off-Bragg and the Bragg
conditions, is due to the interference between the
resonant and the potential scattering contribution.
Indeed, Dudarev & Whelan (1997) have demonstrated
that, in the case of purely potential scattering, the peaks
in the re¯ectivity associated with horizontal Kikuchi
lines correspond to forbidden gaps within the total DOS.

In the present paper, we have outlined a physically
transparent real-space approach to calculating the n-rod
re¯ection coef®cients and both the local and total
density of states for an arbitrary semi-in®nite material.
These techniques allow a ®rst-principles determination
of the electronic Green's function for each individual
scattering mode as well as off-diagonal Green's-function
scattering amplitudes. By virtue of the Green's-function
perspective, the iterative solution of the n-rod problem
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requires as its primary numerical algorithm the inver-
sion of complex symmetric matrices ± in most cases, a
numerically stable procedure. Application to Pt(111) of
these numerical techniques using a simple two-rod
approximation reveals that the resonant (evanescent)
Green's-function structure is essentially independent of
the nature of specular scattering, whereas the specular
Green's function, like that of the corresponding re¯ec-
tion coef®cient, is strongly dependent on it. In conclu-
sion, the methods outlined in this work further support
the usage of the local and total density of states as a tool
to investigate the dynamical process of RHEED and
that traditional Green's function/diagrammatic methods
provide a lucid insight into their nature and determi-
nation.
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